
When Alain Thiénot discovered this stunning 
100% Grand Cru Chardonnay vineyard, located 
in Avize on a hillside in the Côte des Blancs, his 
thoughts turned to his children, Stanislas and 
Garance, and he dedicated this plot to them 
both. Since that day, the Thiénot family has 
devoted special attention to tending the vines 
in Avize, and every year meticulous care is 
invested in maturing the few thousands of  
bottles lovingly produced.  
 
Planted more than sixty years ago, the Avize 
plot benefits from outstanding advantages. Its 
east-facing aspect warms the vine in the early 
morning, while the relatively shallow soil is 
ideal for enhancing the Chardonnay’s aromatic 
expression.  
The pure chalk subsoil is responsible for the 
wine’s finesse, while its propensity to 
millerandage, which forms smaller, aerated 
grapes, ensures excellent levels of  ripeness.  

Unique 



2 Champagne Thiénot presentation  

Made entirely from Chardonnay grapes sourced from old vines planted in 
a 100% Grand Cru vineyard in Avize, la Vigne aux Gamins is a highly 
distinctive wine, effusing love and flavours.  The Champagne is very clear, 
almost translucent in appearance, with a delicate bead. The bouquet 
evolves with great finesse, with a hint of  mineral character, fruit and 
white flower aromas and the impressive length that is synonymous with 
great terroir. Stripped of  any superfluous frills, La Vigne aux Gamins 
displays exceptional purity. 

Terroir / Blend  

  100 % chardonnay d’Avize 

Tasting Note 

  On the nose: white fruit aromas, ripe pear, with a good 
persistence on aeration.  

 
  In the mouth: a fine taste, reminder of  the purity of  

chardonnays, with rich flavours, such as yellow fruit, mango 
and then exotic notes, providing elegance and complexity to 
this very long-tasting champagne.  

Appearance Pale gold robe with emerald hues  

Cellars aging 10 years 

Recommended 
drinking occasion 

The aperitif; lightly cooked lobsters and spiny 
lobsters; sushis or tuna and salmon tartars.  

Packaging Wood box of  3 botlles -75cl 
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